
 
PE Netball / Dance 
To identify a range of passes 
To understand rules of footwork 
To understand the importance of marking and dodging 
To attack effectively 
To shoot accurately 
To identify different positions 
To think about strategic attack and defence formations 
To understand the rules of netball 
 
To clear with clear intention and meaning 
To perform set pattern with knowledge and understanding 
of their meaning 
To work collaboratively in large and small groups 
To comment on appropriate actions 

Maths 
 

Number and Place Value, Addition, Subtraction,  
Multiplication, Fractions, Decimals, Percentages, 
Ratio and Proportion, Algebra, Measures,  
Geometry - Properties of Shapes, Position and  
Direction, Statistics 

Music - Rock 
To appreciate and evaluate a piece of music 
To identify style indicators 
To identify instrumental indicators 
To understand history of music 
To play music by ear or from notation 
To improvise with voices and instruments 
Sing the song and perform composition(s) within the 
song  
 

Topic—History, Geography and Art/DT 
 

To learn where Australia is in relation to other countries- comparison of size, identifying 
main states 
To explore the traditions of another culture and use this knowledge as a stimulus for art 
work  
To understand the concept and significance of time zones  
To study the work of a famous artist 
 To know and recognise features of Australia’s Great Barrier Reef  
To choose a range of art media and different techniques  
To understand the changes to the lives of the first Australians  
To understand the importance of Aboriginal art  
To use pictures, photographs, artefacts to find out about people and how they lived  
To explain the meaning behind a piece of artwork in relation to a specific culture  
To be able to sort geographical features into human and physical categories  
To compare climates around the world, and those found in Australia 

Science  
To be able to identify a variety of habitats and explore 
why organisms live in different habitats  
To be able to group organisms according to their  
characteristics 
To know who Carl Linnaeus  is 
To iden fy 7 levels of classifica on compared to 
Linnaeus’s 5: Kingdom, Phylum, Class, Order, Family, 
Genus, Species 
To compare micro‐organisms – from Monera, Pro sta 
& Fungi Kingdoms.  
To understand whether or not viruses are living and 
that some cause diseases, but that they can be very 
useful too.  
To iden fy plants using a classifica on key 
To create a classifica on key 
To research & classify living things from  
different habitats  

English 
There’s a Boy a Girls’ Bathroom—Reading based unit 
Fiction Genres  
Dreamtime Stories 

 

PSHCE/Seal—New Beginnings 
To know how to make someone feel welcomed and valued at school. 
To know what it feels like to be unwelcome  
To use the problem-solving process to solve a problem  
To know how to join a group. 
To predict how they would feel in a new situation or meeting new people 
To manage their feelings and to find a way to calm themselves down when necessary  
To know they belong to a community. 
To know what they have to do individually to make the classroom and school a safe and 
fair place for everyone, and that it is not OK for other people to make it unsafe or unfair  
 
 
 

RE 
Buddhism 

To learn about the life of Buddha  
To investigate the significance of Vesak and  
explore ways Buddhists celebrate it  
To investigate how Buddhists produce a shrine in order to 
follow their faith  
To understand some Buddhist worship practices  
To understand some Buddhist worship practices  
To understand Buddhist stories with a moral message  
To explore how Theravadin Buddhists express their faith  

AUTUMN 1 

French - Les Vêtements  
To learn word for different articles of clothing 
To learn the question quest-ce que tu/il/elle portes? And 
answer je/il/elle porte… 
To describe what someone else is wearing 
To read and understand descriptions of clothes 
To add feminine endings to adjectives when appropriate 
To recognise and use adjectives of quality and size with 
clothes 
To give opinions on different kinds of clothing 
To revise asking the price of items 


